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Introduction 
Cellular au tomata arose from numerous a t tempts to create a simple math
ematical model describing complex biological structures and processes [1]. 
A cellular automaton is a most simple discrete dynamical system, the be
haviour of which is totally dependent upon the local interconnections be
tween its elementary parts [2]. Schematically, a cellular automaton may be 
visualized as a regular spatial net, each cell of which is capable of assuming 
a number of discrete states. Time is varied in discrete steps, and evolution 
of the system obeys certain a priori fixed rules determining the new state 
of each individual cell at each successive step in accordance with the states 
of its nearest neighbours. 

Such a simple model has turned out to be very fruitful and has been 
widely applied in describing various complex structures and processes in 
physics, biology, chemistry and etc. At present two different kinds of appli
cation of cellular automata are known in high energy physics: 

1. for revealing for clusters in a honeycomb calorimeter [3] and 

2. for track nitration in cylindrical multiwire proportional chambers [4]. 

In the present work a cellular automaton model is proposed for the 
recognition of straight tracks. The structure of the automaton is described 
and the results of its application in handling simulated da ta for the DISTO 
experiment are analyzed [5]. 

1 Experiment DISTO 

At present, an experiment is being prepared by the DISTO (Dubna -
Indiana - Saclay - TOrino) collaboration for studying spin effects in the 
reaction • • • • ' • • • • • • 

••'••• T PP — y pK+Y 
with the polarized proton beam of Saturne (Saclay, France) [o]. The aim of 
this experiment is a detailed study of the reactions pp —> р/£Г+Л°, рр — • 
рЛ"":"Е° and pp —»• ррф°. 
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Figure 1: The layout of the DISTO experiment 

The layout of the experiment is presented in Figure 1. The DISTO 
spectrometer has a cylindrical geometry and consists of two arms situated 
symmetrically about the beam direction. In each arm there are five detec
tors: two scintillation fibre chambers, two multiwire proportional chambers 
(MWPC) and an outer detector, which consists of two planes, vertical and 
horizontal, of scintillation hodoscope counters1. They cover a scattering 
angle of 45° in the horizontal plane and a dip angle of ±20°. The detectors 
and the liquid-hydrogen target are situated in the magnetic field, which is 
perpendicular t o the incident beam. 

For effective on-line selection of useful events in the presence of a dom
inant background, mainly due to pp —* рр-я+тг~ processes, a two-level 
trigger will be used. The first-level trigger is for selection of events by their 
multiplicity: only four-prong events are selected. For producing the trigger 
pulse the signals from the scintillation fibre chambers and from the scin
tillation hodoscopes are used (see details in the workshop proceedings [6]). 
Events accepted by the first-level trigger are examined for the presence of 

' A t present the possibility of placing Cherenkov counters behind the scintillation hodoscope is investi
gated [10]. 
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a secondary vortex. At present, two different approaches to searching for 
the secondary vertex, based on RISC-processors, are under development: 

1. the dual algorithm [7]. 

2. the method of invariant moment variables together with application of 
a multilayer perception [8]. 

In the second approach, calculation of moment variables requires knowl
edge of the track parameters for the event analyzed (see details in ref. [S]}. 
To this end the coordinate information arriving from the scintillation fibre 
chambers and from the multiwirc proportional chambers2 is taken into ac
count. Only coordinates corresponding to the vertical plane are used. This 
is due to the influence of the magnetic field on the charged particle trajec
tories in this projection being negligible and to the possibility of approxi
mating tracks by straight lines and thus speeding up their reconstruction. 
The actual track recognition is done applying the cellular automaton, the 
algorithm of which is described below. 

2 Algorithm of Cellular Automaton 

A typical cellular automaton is constructed in accordance with the following 
algorithm: 

1. cells and their possible discrete states are defined; usually, each cell 
may assume one of two states, 0 or 1: however, there may be cellular 
automata with more states; 

2. interconnections between cells are defined: usually, each cell can only 
communicate with neighbour cells; 

3. rules determining evolution of the cellular automaton are fixed: they 
depend on the actual problem considered and usually have a simple 
functional form; 

4. the cellular automaton is a timed system, in which all cells change 
states simultaneously. 

2Tho coordinate «let.crl.ors are lorn toil at. 'IQcui, 40 ml, HOrni and 1'JUCKI from I lie cent IT of the target 
respectively. 
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In our case it is convenient to identify a cell with the .straight-line 
segment connecting two hits in neighbouring detectors. To take into account 
the inefficiency of the coordinate chambers one must consider, also, the 
segments connecting hits skipping one chamber. At each step a cell can 
assume one of two possible states: 1, if the segment can be considered a 
part of the track, and 0 otherwise. 

Clearly, only such segments can be considered neighbours which have 
a common point serving as the end of one segment and the beginning of the 
second. 

ЛУе shall ПОЛУ consider the rules determining the evolution of the cel
lular automaton. Taking into account the geometry of the spectrometer 
DISTO, it is convenient to utilize a cylindrical coordinate system and to 
conduct track recognition in the vertical ROZ plane, where charged parti
cle trajectories may be approximated by straight lines. Here, the OR axis 
coincides with the radius and the OZ axis is perpendicular to the beam. 
For the criterion in assigning segments to a track it is convenient to use the 
angle <p between two adjacent segments. Owing to the coordinate detectors 
having a discrete structure and to multiple scattering in the material of 
the experimental apparatus, the angles between track segments in the real 
experiment are not zero, but an upper limit can be imposed. 
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Figure 2: Distribution of angles <p for 
simulated tracks 

Figure 3: Distribution of tracks over 
the maximum angle î> in the track 
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Ill Figure 2 the distribution of the angles ip for trades simulated with, 
the aid of the LACYL code3 is presented. From this Figure it follows that 
for most of the tracks the angles p satisfy the inequality \(p\ < 2.0°. This 
value can be used as a criterion for the selection of useful segments. It 
must be noted, here, that a notable part of particles are scattered in the 
coordinate chambers through large angles, which hinders their recognition. 
Figure 3 shows the distribution of trades over the maximum angle <p for 
each individual track. 

Upon completion of the work of the cellular automaton additional test
ing of the quality of reconstructed tracks (for instance, for the presence of at 
least two hits belonging only to each individual track) is carried out. This 
permits rejecting "phantom" tracks, which were accidentally constructed 
from hits belonging to different tracks. 

3 Analysis of the results 

Let us consider the work of the cellular automaton with a typical simulated 
event. Figures 4 and 5 present the respective initial and resultant configu
rations of the cellular automaton. One can note the absence of hits in the 
first chamber and the presence of one noise hit in the third chamber. 

Figure 4: Initial configuration of Figure 5: Resultant configuration of 
the cellular automaton for a typical the cellular automaton for the event 
Monte-Carlo event in the spectrometer presented in the previous figure 
DISTO 

3For simulating the physical processes and operation of the experimental apparatus a computer program 
termed LACYL based on the GEANT package [9] lias been developed. 
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In Table 1 the total numbers of generated and reconstructed events 
aie presented versus the number of tracks in the individual events. In all. 
1000 events were simulated. A simple comparison of the figures reveals 
the high efficiency of the cellular automaton. The difference between the 
numbers is due to the large-angle scattering of secondary particles that 
occurs in the coordinate chambers and which may result in the multiplicity 
of a reconstructed event being wrong. 

Number of trades 
in event 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Number of generated 
events 

1 
48 
447 
502 

2 

Number 
i 

of reconstructed 
events 

0 
57 

47S 
463 

2 

Table 1: Distribution oi ihe number of simulated and reconstructed events depending on the 
number of tracks in the event (total number of generated events was equal to 1000) 

A detailed, analysis of the cellular automaton functioning and exami
nation of the generated events making use of graphical computer images of 
the events has shown that tracks containing large scattering angles ip arc 
lost. Some of such tracks can still be reconstructed in the case when the 
break of the track happens in the first three chamber and it has hits in all 
the chambers. In this case the track is reconstructed using the information 
from the three chambers. An event containing a track that cannot be fully 
reconstructed is usually assigned fictitious tracks and may be lost. 

The analysis of these situations is presented in the Figure 6, where the 
upper curve shows the fraction (in %) of lost tracks versus the chosen upper 
limit for the angle (pmax- Comparison of this Figure with Figure 3 shows 
that a certain fraction of tracks with large breaks can actually be recognised. 
The lower curve shows the contribution (in %) of added, "phantom" tracks. 
Such tracks are mostly contructed from points belonging to lost tracks. 

Figure 7 shows the efficiency of event reconstruction versus the upper 
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Figure C: Fraction (in %) of lost (upper 
curve) and ''phantom" (bottom curve) 
tracks versus boundary angle ipnar 

Figure 7: Efficiency of event re-
constrnction versus boundary angle 

limit for the angle <^„,nj.. The maximum efficiency of event reconstruction 
is achieved at |<̂ ш<и| = 2.5". It equals 79 % and represents the limit value, 
determined by the fraction of tracks with large breaks — approximately 
18 % of the events contain such broken tracks, given this boundary angle. 

Conclusion 

An algorithm, for recognition of straight tracks based on the cellular au
tomaton has been developed. It has shown a high efficiency for simulated 
events. Its working speed provides for the processing of approximately 
1000 events/sec using the 50 MIPS RISC processor. This makes suitable 
its application for the track recognition in the second level trigger of the 
DISTO spectrometer. 

VVI and IVK acknowledge the support of the Commission of the Euro
pean Community within the framework of the EU - RUSSIA Collaboration 
under the ESPRIT contract P9282-ACTCS. 
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Бусса М.П. и др. Е10-95-32 
Применение клеточного автомата для распознавания 
прямолинейных треков в спектрометре ДИСТО 

Разработана модель клеточного автомата, предназначенного для рас
познавания прямолинейных треков. Аппробация программной реализации 
автомата на модельных данных для эксперимента ДИСТО продемонстри
ровала его высокую эффективность и производительность. Клеточный ав
томат позволяет обработать до 1000 событий/сек на 50 MIPS RISC-процес
соре, что обеспечивает возможность его применения в триггере второго 
уровня спектрометра ДИСТО. 

, Работа выполнена в Лаборатории вычислительной техники и авто
матизации и Лаборатории ядерных проблем ОИЯИ. 

Препринт Объединенного института ядерных исследований. Дубна, 1995 

Bussa M.P. et al. E10-95-32 
Application of a Cellular Automaton for Recognition 
of Straight Tracks in the Spectrometer DISTO 

A model of the cellular automaton for recognition of straight tracks has been 
developed. The program realization of this algorithm has shown high efficiency 
and speed for the simulated data for the experiment DISTO. Its working speed 
provides for the processing of approximately 1000 events/sec using the 50 MIPS 
RISC-processor. This makes suitable its application for track recognition 
in the second level trigger of the DISTO spectrometer. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Computing 
Techniques and Automation and Laboratory of Nuclear Problems, JINR. 
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